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Advertising discourages people from being different individuals by making us all want to 

do the same and look the same. To what extent do you agree or disagree? 

 

 

One of the consequences of advertising is thatNowadays it seems that people are becoming increasingly 

similar to each other, in terms of their behavior and appearance as a result of being exposed to 

advertisements. In my point of view, Thisthis is a completely true assertion, in my point of view, and I 

think if we continue this kind of livings we will be behaving like some robots in coming years. Weak 

introduction. 

Nowadays, people we are exposed to different forms of advertisements on a daily basis to different kinds 

of advertisements. This repeated exposure definitely influences our behavior in the sense that we all tend 

to act in a same mannerway. Consider our eating habits and how it has been changed during the past fifty 

years. As a result of fascinating advertisements made by fast food companies’ advertisements, a majority 

sizeable proportion of people, nowadays, tend to have same meals in restaurants and cafes rather than 

home cookingat home. Other aspects of our lifestyles are also affected by advertisements. A research 

conducted by Dr. Armstrong from sociology faculty of Harvard University has shown that a great number 

of young people left their parents’ homes for the sake of living with their friends during years the famous 

TV series named FRIENDS was on television. It seems to me that they would have chosen different 

lifestyles if they had not been exposed to this TV series. 

Furthermore, the more advertisements aim try to sell us companies’ products, the more we look like the 

same. It is very common in fashion industry to use celebrities as their brand ambassadors. These famous 

people are act as role models for most people and their clothes and hairstyles would be are used by 

their fans. As a result, you will find a large number of people to bewho dressed the same with the exact 

hairstyle.  

In conclusion, we have been highly affected by advertising in recent years, which result in us to strongly 

resemble each other.   

 

Weak ability in making clear meaning. 

Weak reasoning and weak development of each reason into minor sentences. 

Watch Simon’s videos to learn how to structure your agree/disagree response.  

Weak use of pronouns and cohesive words. 

Commented [M1]: This is the influence of the media not 
advertisements. TV shows are different from adverts. 

Commented [M2]: This is not a relevant reason. 

Commented [M3]: The same as whom??? Your meaning 
is confusing. 

Commented [M4]: Which hairstyle??? Try to be clear in 
meaning. You translate unclear ideas into English. You need 
to read a lot to develop good way of reasoning and 
sentence making. 

Commented [M5]:  

Commented [M6]: There are 2 meanings in this part 
which are not coherent to each other and make the reader 
suffer and have difficulty understand the whole meaning. 


